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1 Confluence vs. Sharepoint - as a
General Purpose Intranet, for
non-Software Development use.

1.1 About this Whitepaper
This paper is (c) Blended Perspectives 2014 - All Rights Reserved

It was prepared as part of the engagement process for a large law firm in Toronto, Canada and -

while we took the utmost care to prepare - was prepared for their needs, for a point in time, in a

specific context and in limited time. As such, it is prepared on a best-effort basis, and of course

both guiding context and the details of the client's context have been removed.

The flow of this document is something we know we need to revisit. So, the content is provided

as-is does not constitute "our advice," and it especially does not target your needs!

That said: Blended Perspectives would be delighted to work with you to help you articulate and

resolve your needs. To get started, please contact us via 

 or phone +1-416-273-6883 - we are here to help.http://www.blendedperspectives.com/contact/

1.2 Context
The legal client had an initial user base working in SharePoint Wiki 2010 and was experiencing

significant challenges when contributing content. They were concerned that such challenges may

inhibit further engagement on the site. They concluded that the editor in SharePoint Wiki is not

intuitive and have experienced difficulties setting up a page hierarchy. They were concerned that

the lack of user-friendliness would severely impact the the ability and willingness of their users to

participate.

This paper compared Confluence 5.2 with Sharepoint 2010. A note to users of prior versions of

Confluence - the editing experience in recent versions is significantly richer with major releases. If

your installation is more than a year old you really ought to upgrade! (Blended Perspectives

provides an ongoing and cost-effective upgrade service.)

http://www.blendedperspectives.com/contact/
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1.3 Summary: The Value of Confluence (vs.
SharePoint Wiki)
Confluence provides better wiki functionality than the native SharePoint wiki, and can integrate with

SharePoint.

They questioned whether a Confluence implementation was worth the additional cost. The table

below outlines the functionality one of Blended Perspectives clients needed vs. what Confluence

can offer.

Note: this table is focused on what they asked for. Appendix B presents a fuller, generic, list.

Requirement SharePoint Wiki Confluence

something easy to use, functional See Appendix A: Usability

of SharePoint

child pages (Page Hierarchy)  Workaround needed

move pages around/reorganize easily  Workaround needed

reuse of content embedded in other pages  Partial, but difficult

workflow for authoring/approvals, especially of

policies

 Add On

template content  Workaround needed

ability to export to Word or print cleanly without

navigation

export to ebook  Add On

mobile interface - for various technologies
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Requirement SharePoint Wiki Confluence

ability to use the interface in French if desired

(most content will be in English)

Optional Requirements

feed selected content to client extranet  Add On

For an analysis of your specific requirements, please
contact us

1.4 Sharepoint Wiki Usability
They related experience of SharePoint lagging in usability and functionality - this is a commonly

held experience. As outlined in Appendix A by Microsoft-invited SharePoint MVP firms at a recent

conference, SharePoint Wiki significantly lacks features and usability. This echoes their experience

vs. Atlassian Confluence.

Staff seldom visit intranets out of curious interest or because they have free time. They visit

intranets because they believe they will be tools to help them be productive toward their personal

and organizational objectives.

Experience of being productive in their objectives leads to positive word of mouth and persistence.

Usability is key. If it is not a good experience they will stop visiting. Either way, they will tell others.

Usability by itself is often sufficient reason to use Confluence over SharePoint's Wiki.

1.5 Tool Usability is pivotal to Engagement
Engagement is the next pivotal step. Engagement means taking the time to reach out and

communicate with your staff. Understand what people need to get done, and logically explain why

the tool at hand will make their outcomes better - faster, more resilient, more fun, quicker, cheaper,

etc. Once they are enrolled in the "why" of the idea, they will be open to spend the time to learn

"how" they can accomplish their objectives using a tool you provide. Now you'll get sign-ups for

training.
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Failure to engage not only wastes the efforts of your staff and leadership creating and driving

initiatives for your site, but each failed technology project further diminishes the will of staff to try

new things.

1.6 Other Wiki-centric Innovation
Beyond usability, Confluence is a cutting-edge platform that offers a wealth of wiki-centric

functionality and wiki-centric innovation. Atlassian Confluence is a platform around which wiki

innovation happens. As of July 2014, Atlassian's Marketplace has over 1500 vendors. This

ecosystem of vendors all the extend the capabilities of Atlassian's suite.

2 Appendix A: Microsoft
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2 Appendix A: Microsoft
SharePoint 2010 Wiki vs.
Atlassian Confluence 5.2.x.

The section quoted here was also posted on our blog 

http://www.blendedperspectives.com/2014/05/20/microsoft-sharepoint-2010-wiki-vs-atlassian-confluence-5-2-x/

2.0.1 Executive Summary
Our takeaway message is that “Confluence is a competent general purpose document
development platform and an excellent wiki platform.” If your needs are based on getting
users to contribute to reference content then features for collaboration around document
construction should rank highly in your needs statement. This is what wikis are good for.
And this is what Confluence excels at, and especially compared to SharePoint Wiki.

No discussion of SharePoint vs. Confluence is complete without mention of Atlassian’s
SharePoint Connector for Confluence. That essentially lets SharePoint be used for one site,
and Confluence for another. It integrates search so that searches made in Confluence
return results from SharePoint, and searches in SharePoint return results from Confluence.
And it unifies user directories. In this set up, consider “Confluence is the daily heart beat of
your teams, Sharepoint is the reference platform behind Office”

2.0.1 Organizational Competitiveness
Organizations vary tremendously, not least in their needs, their technology solution set and
the technical sophistication of typical user.

In the period up to 2005, many intranets were only capable of “providing read-only access to
reference content” – content needed to change infrequently, the message was shaped by a
few individuals in the firm, and it was sufficient for this message to be provisioned by IT.

But organizations must compete. For most firms, the talent they hire is their most precious
asset. The growth of the consumer internet, typified by Facebook and Wikipedia fuelled
demand and inspired workers to the possibilities of immediacy, feedback and incredibly
unfettered exchange of information and knowledge building for the good and
competitiveness of the firm.

http://www.blendedperspectives.com/2014/05/20/microsoft-sharepoint-2010-wiki-vs-atlassian-confluence-5-2-x/
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In the context of outsmarting the competition, enabling the firm to be responsive or “agile,” is
king. To be dynamic a firm needs its staff to intensely share information – it needs to
collaborate, sourcing ideas from the far reaches of staff, and driving its smartest ideas into
action.

2.0.1 Wikis: Tapping Knowledge for Content
“No Matter how structured and organised your content is and how good your search is in
SharePoint, a Wiki still makes the information much more discoverable as it’s not hidden
away in (attached) documents, it’s just a few clicks away at all times.” – Jodie Miner,
collaboration consultant.

Most intranets are not centred on the idea of most users building their knowledge
into the content. But, most wikis are exactly focused on this.

Under ideal conditions, a Wiki is a set of useful content that is internally-consistent,
up-to-date and continually changing – maintained by a broad number of stakeholders. As
with any social computing platform, the content is only as good as the contributions that it
secures from participants.

Wikis are a place for joined-up content. When wikis are vibrant with content updates from a
broad base of users continually refining that content, they become the hub at which to
continually provide and consume content from peers.

A wiki’s key goal is engagement for continual enrichment of the content. For engagement,
usability and ease-of-use is critical. Leadership communication using the platform in support
of the platform is vital and the most credible endorsement.

We also have available a whitepaper that compares the Features and Usability of
As engagement is impacted by usability, yourSharePoint Wiki and Confluence. 

leadership needs to be confident that the messages of endorsement they send are not
countered by negative statements about poor usability.

So, many firms use Confluence to provide better wiki functionality into SharePoint
team sites.

2.0.1 SharePoint: Strong at other tasks
SharePoint is a general-purpose solution targeted at organizations that require depth across
many traditional functional areas. SharePoint includes File Management, Document
Archiving, Retrieving, Metadata-rich Document classification, Retention and Expiry of
Documentation, Portals for departments, an interface for Database Applications written in
MS Access, Business Workflows in Infopath and Business Intelligence.
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What is SharePoint good for? (SharePoint Symposium 2011) highlights SharePoint experts
opinion as to its strengths and weaknesses, quotes “For example in social computing
SharePoint has every feature that you might ask for – blogs, wikis, microblogging,
discussion boards etc. The features may be variable in quality (… microblogging ‘sucks’),
but they are all there. However you could not roll out vanilla SharePoint blogs, wikis,
discussion boards, activity streams etc. and expect any significant uptake of these

 If you wanted a social computing capability that people would actually findfeatures.
useable, interesting and lively then you would either have to build a customised user
interface on top of those features, , or use aextend SharePoint with a third party tool
separate application entirely” (emphasis mine.) As we discuss in Appendix B, Blended
Perspectives notes ”many fairly basic wiki features are not present, (such as page
hierarchy)” let alone cutting-edge ones such as collaborative Q&A (exemplified by
Confluence Questions), and in our Usability section, that getting users enthusiastic about
working together can be hard enough even with the most intuitive, frictionless user interface.
The same symposium paper SharePoint Wiki laments many usability issues for simple
tasks.

On Usability, wikis in SharePoint is comparatively a minor focus for Microsoft, and the wiki
just uses the SharePoint way of doing things. For instance, it uses SharePoint shared
editor, same usability standards and same navigation features. So, whatever user interface
control is needed for SharePoint in its entirety is usually applied to SharePoint Wiki, even
though it’s technical people that set up SharePoint and just lay users that need to set up
with Wikis. (Illustration: Title-setting in SharePoint – found on the properties sheet. In
Confluence its the most obvious – and editable – box shown the top of each page
containing the Title).

2.0.1 Confluence: Ready to use
Confluence needs little technical construction when first installed, but “ready to use” is not a
characteristic of SharePoint. SharePoint’s enormous breadth of functionality makes it very
popular among consultants due the customization necessary to make it fit for various
purposes. The comparably narrow focus of Confluence translates to less set up. This
productivity saves not only on the cost to involve the IT department, but gets the project
initiated faster too. This is not to say that either site can avoid an information architecture,
but simply that this work is not held up by IT.

Some firms need to have a dizzying array of technology tools and options, others need a
“one tool intranet” solution. The table below is our round-up of opinions on these matters.

http://thinkingrecords.co.uk/2011/11/13/what-is-sharepoint-good-for/
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2.0.1 Compete or Co-exist?
As mentioned above, many organizations use both Confluence and SharePoint. They pick
Confluence as their Collaboration platform and SharePoint as their
Archive-and-Disseminate Platform.

Further, it is frequent for larger organizations with specialized needs in particular
departments, to architect a hybrid best-in-class approach, picking multiple specialist
applications. Rather than mandate “one application fits all,” they seek a blend of
best-in-class functions based on applications that each delivers the best functionality for a
given purpose. Each application becomes being a system of record for a certain type of
content, process or interaction pattern, and users are given clear guidance on when to use
each.

For an application to gain its right to be a component in a Hybrid solution, integration is key.
Confluence Search and User integration with SharePoint acts as a gateway to blend
Confluence information into a federated architecture.

2.1 What do I want, what should I use?

Function or
Feature

Confluence SharePoint

As an all-in-one

intranet site

An all-in-one document development, document

publishing and collaboration tool, with management of

external documents added.

Attached documents work well, but not meant for

managing high volume of documents.

An all-in-one portal

development and

document

management tool,

with wiki capability

tacked on.

Wiki

Collaborative

Crowd

sourcing

State-of-the-art Wiki and Knowledge Contribution

Platform

Wikis are not a

focus area of

development for

SharePoint

e.g. SharePoint

files wiki pages

content pieces but
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Function or
Feature

Confluence SharePoint

Open-to-edit

knowledge

contribution

does not 

maintain

relationships

between them. It

hosts content, but

expects users to

manage the URLs

of the content

itself.

SharePoint comes

up badly against

most Wikis from a

wiki-features and

usability point of

view.

Knowledge base:

where content

resides so people

can learn from it.

Specialized internal knowledge base. The free-form

editing and content creation facilities of Confluence

help teams work to build and integrate content into a

searchable knowledge base.

Ease of editing allows everyone to contribute.

Work completed can be fed into Document Production

for consumption by other groups - see below.

Higher learning

curve will means

fewer contribute to

knowledge base

content.

Q&A sites: where

people ask

questions, so built

content meets real

needs

Confluence Questions (Add On): questions are put to

authors of 

the wiki who get to earn reputation for answering

those questions. 

Gears content specifically to the users rather than

content creators.

No specific

SharePoint web

parts. Work-around

may be created

with discussion

board.
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Function or
Feature

Confluence SharePoint

Document

Production

and Pipeline

Document Development / Content Lifecycle requires a

team effort. 

Documents may be evolved in sets, and once the

whole set is ready made viewable by everyone.

Add On Features include: Document Approvals,

Document Publishing, Content Acknowledgement and

Content Expiry

 for output to multipleSingle sourcing content
documents and/or formats.

e.g. Snippets of content can be written in one page

yet displayed in many other pages. This reduces

duplication and the cost of maintaining the content.

 : ensuring quality by having theDocument Approvals
right person sign off on a change to the document

: allows for content developedDocument Publishing
on one installation of Confluence to be published to a

different site.

asks users toContent Acknowledgement: 
acknowledge that they accept content, e.g. a policy

provides for the marking as obsoleteContent Expiry: 
and possible removal of old content.

Document

Workflow is a core

strength of

Microsoft

SharePoint.

Departmental

intranet

Stand-alone intranet for a department or team in a

larger

organization.

Possibly too

restrictive/not

flexible enough for

smaller teams.

Extranet site Extranet site for clients or outside partners can be

implemented.

Complex interface

for external users.
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Function or
Feature

Confluence SharePoint

Open community

site

Specialized knowledge base and group work area for

outside partners. 

Confluence can support an open community with a

shared purpose.

Complex interface

for external users.

Personal user

pages

Confluence has a very flexible personal site system

which allows users to create their own working areas.

Users can build profiles about themselves, answer

profile questions, and - optionally - can be given home

spaces in which they can build their own content.

User Profile Plugin allows for the generation of

powerful summaries of users - ideal for telephone

directories and lists by interest.

SharePoint

MySites is a

separate

implementation.

Lists and Views for

collaboration,

productivity,

tracking e.g.

reports

Although not native to Confluence, powerful Add Ons

to Confluence, such as the Lists feature in the

Comalatech Ad hoc Canvas make building Lists a

visual and simple experience. These can be used to

provide cross-sectional views and visual ways to

mass-manipulate content.

For the purposes of tracking projects, ideas and tasks,

Atlassian JIRA is a much better fit than Confluence

would be. With powerful Add Ons for deep-diving and

visualizing data, and although with its biggest market

penetration for software bug tracking, JIRA can track

rival Microsoft Project Server for Project Portfolio

Management.

Out-of-the-box

tracking for

projects, ideas and

tasks

including use of

Lists and Views.

Extendability -

extending the wiki

or a general

purpose technology

For Confluence, all extendability emanates from the

Wiki. There are over 400 extensions to Confluence to

fit further needs.
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Function or
Feature

Confluence SharePoint

For SharePoint,

extendability is

from the

general-SharePoint

capability.

3 Appendix B: Features and
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3 Appendix B: Features and
Usability - SharePoint and
Confluence

Feature SharePoint 2013 Wiki

(Likely fewer features
in SharePoint 2010
Wiki)

Confluence 5.2

Approvals and

Sign-off

Yes Several Add Ons

Content lifecycle

management

No Many add-ons e.g. to alert that an article needs

revising after X months

Copy & Paste from

MS WORD

(including styles,

tables, images etc.)

No Standard feature. And cleans up during paste.

(Does lose background colours)

Copy & Paste of

images

(CTRL-C/CTRL-V)

Only if web image (points

to original)

Standard feature.

Document Workflow Yes Many add-ons

Attach document Standard Feature. Drag and drop onto page

Embed attachments,

videos such as

YouTube, tables,

photos, symbols

Only partially supported

and then difficult

Easy:

Rich Media: Confluence recognizes URLs of

YouTube etc. and replaces with an Embed
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Feature SharePoint 2013 Wiki

(Likely fewer features
in SharePoint 2010
Wiki)

Confluence 5.2

Documents: Easy insert of e.g. PPT file for

user viewing

Emoticons such as 

    

No Standard Feature, and easy to type

Link between wiki

pages

Difficult: user needs to

know the name of the

page and type it exactly

using a syntax.

Standard Feature: Easy - simply type [ -

Confluence presents a list of pages recently

visited. Start typing a page name and others

that match start to show.

Page Comments No Standard Feature, comments are nested

allowing responses to comments.

With Confluence Questions Add On, comments

with most votes gets elevated

Page Hierarchy No Standard Feature

Page Export Wiki

page to MS WORD,

PDF

No Standard Feature

Page Publishing to

other sites, and

other formats such

as eBooks

No Many add-ons

Page Printing Includes navigation and

branding

Creates a clean copy without navigation

Branding can be controlled separately
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Feature SharePoint 2013 Wiki

(Likely fewer features
in SharePoint 2010
Wiki)

Confluence 5.2

Page Templates User has to edit HTML

code in SharePoint's

publishing feature.

Writing HTML requires

skills and patience

beyond typical users.

Yes. Further:

• content templates can ask for placeholder

values

• pages made via Blueprint templates can be

automatically placed into the right place in the

content hierarchy

Page Copy No Yes, this an Move or Rename are easy for user

Page Partial Edit

(edit a section of the

page at a time)

No With Add On

Rate page Yes, no comments Many add-ons for flexible configuration

Other rating methods: Voting, Liking

Reuse content

snippets between

pages

Yes - but only if in

SharePoint's Reusable

Content Library

Standard Feature - any content is reusable

Site Federation e..g.

links between

different sites

Partial. Hard to get

syntax right

Standard Feature - and links are robust against

server URL changes.

Table of Contents

Automatically

generated

No Standard Feature

Tagging methods Native: Suggests labels to encourage users to

pick existing labels.
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Feature SharePoint 2013 Wiki

(Likely fewer features
in SharePoint 2010
Wiki)

Confluence 5.2

Uncontrolled, and no

suggestions leads to

uncontrolled growth

Set of Labels Enforceable using Add On.

Taxonomy

navigation tools

Tag Cloud Tag Cloud

Many Add Ons

Site Usage Statistics

(page views, highest

contributing authors

etc.)

No Many Add Ons

Blended Perspectives would be delighted to work with you to help you articulate and
resolve your needs. To get started, please contact us via 

 or phone +1-416-273-6883 - we are here to help.http://www.blendedperspectives.com/contact/

http://www.blendedperspectives.com/contact/
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